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Figure 1: The inversion and editing results of our method on human portraits and cat images. The novel view synthe-

sized images demonstrate that our method can achieve high-quality inversion and editing given a single image input.

Abstract
3D GAN inversion aims to achieve high reconstruction

fidelity and reasonable 3D geometry simultaneously from a
single image input. However, existing 3D GAN inversion
methods rely on time-consuming optimization for each in-
dividual case. In this work, we introduce a novel encoder-
based inversion framework based on EG3D, one of the most
widely-used 3D GAN models. We leverage the inherent
properties of EG3D’s latent space to design a discrimina-
tor and a background depth regularization. This enables us
to train a geometry-aware encoder capable of converting
the input image into corresponding latent code. Addition-
ally, we explore the feature space of EG3D and develop an
adaptive refinement stage that improves the representation
ability of features in EG3D to enhance the recovery of fine-
grained textural details. Finally, we propose an occlusion-
aware fusion operation to prevent distortion in unobserved
regions. Our method achieves impressive results compa-
rable to optimization-based methods while operating up to
500 times faster. Our framework is well-suited for applica-
tions such as semantic editing.

∗ Equal contributions; † Corresponding author.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in 3D-aware generative adversarial net-

works (GAN) (e.g. [5, 6, 14, 32]) have integrated neural ra-

diance fields (NeRF) [27] into style-based generation, re-

sulting in remarkable success in generating highly realistic

3D portraits. Similar to 2D GAN inversion techniques, 3D

GAN inversion also projects images into the latent space

of pre-trained 3D GAN models. However, in addition to

pursuing faithful image reconstruction and preserving fined

details, 3D GAN inversion also aims for accurate 3D geom-

etry, which is critical for generating realistic and consistent

multi-view images. This ability to ensure the correctness of

3D geometry is a crucial advantage of 3D GAN inversion

over its 2D counterpart.

Some optimization-based methods, such as [21, 47, 49],

first invert the image to a latent code to obtain a coarse

3D shape. They then synthesize pseudo-multi-view images

with this shape using a warping process. These pseudo im-

ages are used as supervision to optimize the parameters of

the 3D GAN for more precise 3D geometry and better de-

tail preservation. While these iterative optimization-based

pipelines can prevent shape collapse and produce accurate
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results, the optimization process needs to be performed for

each individual case, which is time-consuming and imprac-

tical for many applications.

Several encoder-based methods [22, 23] leverage a pre-

trained 3D GAN to generate proxy data by randomly sam-

pling latent codes and camera poses. They then employ

these paired proxy data to train an encoder in a self-

supervised fashion and further refine features in 3D GAN.

These encoder-based techniques offer higher efficiency but

lower high-fidelity reconstruction ability. Moreover, due to

a domain gap between the paired proxy data and real im-

ages, the encoder may invert the in-the-wild images to un-

suitable latent codes. To address this issue, we study the

properties of the latent space in 3D GAN and develop a

geometry-aware encoder that predicts the latent code in-

corporating these properties. Furthermore, since the latent

code can not preserve details of input images well, we ex-

plore the characteristics of feature space in 3D GAN to

help our method improve the performance in reconstruct-

ing the original appearance. The latent and feature spaces

are widely discussed in 2D GAN inversion [11, 24, 42].

This paper presents a novel encoder-based method for

inverting 3D images generated by EG3D [5], a well-known

and high-quality 3D GAN. Our approach is simple yet ef-

fective and is based on the discovery of a specific latent

space within EG3D, which we call the canonical latent
space Wc. We find that latent codes belonging to this

space can produce human faces with superior 3D shape

and texture quality following two principles. Firstly, the

input pose before the mapping network of EG3D must be

a static canonical pose throughout the generation process.

Secondly, the depth of the background should fall within a

fixed range. Based on this, we propose using an encoder

to invert the image into this canonical latent space using

a proposed latent code discriminator and depth regulariza-

tion. Although our encoder produces a suitable latent code

that preserves the reasonable 3D shape of the input image,

but the code is low dimension, making it challenging to cap-

ture texture details. To address this, similar to the 2D GAN

inversion [3, 45], we refine the selected features in EG3D

based on the residual between the input image and recon-

struction image with predicted latent code. Meanwhile, we

also find there is a canonical feature space Fc in EG3D,

so we design an alignment module to project the refined

feature to the canonical feature space. Moreover, we intro-

duce an occlusion-aware fusion operation to avoid texture

and shape distortions in reconstructing invisible regions.

We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the

efficiency and effectiveness of our method, and the results

demonstrate that our method achieves high-quality inver-

sion comparable to optimization-based methods and supe-

rior to other encoder-based methods. We also demonstrate

our approach is effective in 3D-aware editing applications.

See Fig. 1 for some examples of inversion and editing of

human portraits and cat faces obtained by our method. Our

contribution can be summarised as following:

• We conduct an exploration on the latent space and fea-

ture space of EG3D and discover the presence of a

canonical attribute.

• Based on our analysis of the characteristics of the

canonical latent space, we propose a geometry-aware

encoder by utilizing a canonical latent discriminator

and depth regularization.

• We introduce an alignment module based on the

canonical feature space and an occlusion-aware

method to refine the selected features of the generator

and supplement high-quality details.

• The proposed method exhibits competitive perfor-

mance with existing methods in human portraits, both

qualitatively and quantitatively. Additionally, our

method can also generalize to the cat faces and is ef-

fective in 3D editing tasks.

2. Related Work
2.1. Generative 3D-Aware Image Synthesis.

Generative Adversarial Network [13] made significant

advancements in generating both 2D photorealistic im-

ages [19, 20] and 3D-Aware consistent images. In 3D-

aware image generation, some works build 3D GAN based

on explicit 3D representations, such as point-cloud [41],

voxel [28, 29, 43], and mesh [12, 15, 17]. However, these

models often fail to generate high-resolution 3D scenes with

high-quality details.

Since NeRF [27] achieved outstanding multi-view im-

age synthesis, a sequence of works has begun to use im-

plicit 3D representation and volume rendering for 3D gen-

eration [5, 6, 10, 14, 30, 32]. Pi-GAN [6] is the first at-

tempt at using GAN to generate NeRF for 3D-aware im-

age synthesis. After that, StyleNeRF [14] proposes a view-

consistent upsampling module to generate high-resolution

images. StyleSDF [32] combines an SDF-based volume

renderer and a 2D CNN network to obtain geometry infor-

mation. GRAM [10] introduces 2D manifolds to regulate

point sampling strategy in volume rendering. EG3D [5]

leverages StyleGAN2 [20]’s structure and designs a compu-

tationally efficient 3D representation called tri-plane. It can

synthesize high-resolution view-consistent images and pro-

duces high-quality 3D geometry. We explore EG3D’s latent

space and build our inversion encoder based on EG3D.

2.2. GAN Inversion

GAN Inversion is an inverse process of the generation

that projects the given image to corresponding latent code

for faithful reconstruction from the source image. Thus,
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Figure 2: Recap of EG3D. z, p denotes a Gaussian sample

and a pose condition. The relation of w, F , and tri-plane is

illustrated.

the image editing process can be conducted by semantic

editing on the latent code [33, 37, 51]. In 2D GAN, in-

version methods are mainly divided into three categories.

Optimization-based methods [1, 8, 46] optimize the gener-

ator’s latent code or parameters both, achieve high recon-

struction quality, but are time-consuming. Encoder-based

methods [2, 35, 42] train an encoder to project input images

to the latent codes. These methods can get faster inference

than optimization-based methods but unsatisfactory inver-

sion fidelity. Hybrid methods [4, 36, 51] use an encoder to

get a latent as initialization, then optimize the latent code

and generator parameters, which is still time-consuming.

Unlike 2D methods, 3D GAN Inversion should also

consider multi-view-consistence. Directly transferring 2D

methods to the 3D inversion is prone to suffering geom-

etry collapse and artifacts. To solve it, Pose Opt. [21]

jointly optimizes camera pose, latent codes, and generator

parameters. HFGI3D [47] is an optimization-based method

that extracts mesh to create pseudo-multi-view supervision.

Meanwhile, encoder methods are also gradually develop-

ing. IDE-3D [40] uses semantic segmentation to re-train

EG3D and learns an encoder for inversion to edit images.

NeRF-3DE [23] uses identity contrastive learning to train a

based encoder and then trains a refining encoder for better

details. E3DGE [22] trains a base encoder to learn coarse

shape and texture and supplements local details with pixel-

aligned features. However, existing encoder-based meth-

ods [22, 23] rely on synthetic paired data and may not gen-

eralize well to real-world scenarios. None of the state-of-

the-art methods can handle time efficiency and 3D inversion

quality simultaneously.

3. EG3D Exploration

In this section, we first briefly review the EG3D model.

Then, we explore and analyze the properties of latent space

and feature space in EG3D.

The pipeline of EG3D is shown in Fig 2. It first combines

a Gaussian vector z and a pose condition p as input and

builds a mapper to generate a latent code w, this process can

be denoted as w = mapping(z, p). Then this latent code w
will be sent to each layer of a style-based hierarchical gen-

erator to obtain the feature maps F . These feature maps are

enlarged layer by layer. The last layer’s feature map reshape

to tri-plane, an efficient 3D representation consists of three

axis-aligned feature planes (Fxy , Fxz , Fyz). With this effi-

cient 3D representation, EG3D samples point features from

the tri-plane to synthesize multi-view images or depths by a

rendering decoder Rdec with volume rendering [27]. Sim-

ilar to the 2D GAN, the latent code w belongs to a latent

space W , and all feature maps in the generator construct

the F space.

3.1. Canonical Latent Space Wc

In order to investigate the properties of the latent space

W and its relationship with pose conditioning, we adopt a

fixed z and sample various pose conditions to generate cor-

responding latent code w. Fig. 3 illustrates that when w
is conditioned on an unsuitable pose p far away from the

canonical pose, the generated 3D shapes fail to generalize

to other views synthesis. Only when the pose condition is

canonical can the synthesized images maintain shape and

texture consistency across multiple views. Meanwhile, we

find a clear depth gap between the face and background re-

gions when generating good results with the canonical pose

condition. Under canonical pose, the depth of the back-

ground is restricted to a fixed range, while the face and

background regions are confused for the other pose condi-

tions.

These observations lead us to identify a specific subspace

of W intuitively, which we call canonical latent space, de-

noted as Wc, that is responsible for ensuring reasonable 3D

shape and texture across multiple views. There are two

principles of this canonical latent space. Firstly, the input

pose before the mapping network of EG3D must be a static

canonical pose. Secondly, the depth of the background

should fall within a fixed range to distinguish the face and

background regions. Based on these findings, we propose

that a high-quality 3D-GAN inversion method should first

retrieve a w latent code in Wc to ensure the best possible

image synthesis results.

3.2. Canonical Feature Space Fc

To analyze the characteristics of F space, we generate

the latent codes with different pose conditions to synthesize

multiple tri-planes. We visualize the tri-plane as illustrated

in Fig 3. The tri-plane also represents a canonical view

when the pose condition is canonical (i.e., the columns g ∼ i

in row L2). It indicates that there is also a specific subspace

of F , we call it canonical feature space, denoted as Fc, and

the canonical latent space Wc produces the canonical fea-

ture space Fc with the generator layers. The Fc can supply

sufficient facial information for rendering multi-view im-

ages.
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Figure 3: Illustration of canonical Pose condition. We synthesize multi-view images for three pose conditions p, including

left, right, and canonical. As shown in a ∼ c, the canonical pose condition in row L2 has no distortion face shape. Moreover,

depth maps in row L2 demonstrate that images on the canonical pose condition have significant foreground and background

differences. In contrast, flattened shape depth maps in rows L1 and L3 have foreground and background confusion. Columns

g ∼ i reveal the tri-plane is also related to the pose condition.

4. Method
The pipeline of our method is shown in Fig. 4. We first

project the input image I to the latent code w+ ⊂ R
14×512

with our encoder, where w+ = (w0, w1, ..., w13) is an ex-

tension of latent code w and can preserve the details better

as mentioned in 2D GAN inversion [35, 42]. Then we cal-

culate the residual between I and the generated image Iw+

based on w+ to refine the features of the generator. In the

following Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2, we will describe how we

ensure the latent code w+ and refined feature belong to the

canonical space, respectively. Furthermore, we introduce

an occlusion-aware mix tri-plane in Sec. 4.3 to avoid the

distortion of invisible regions reconstruction. In Sec. 4.4,

we exhibit how to perform 3D semantic editing with our

inversion method.

4.1. Geometry-aware Encoder

We design a geometry-aware encoder to obtain the latent

code w+ given the input image I and corresponding render-

ing camera pose c. We generate the inverted latent code w+

according to the backbone’s pyramid feature progressively.

It is worth noting that we choose Swin-transformer [25] as

the backbone and further add attention modules at different

scale feature layers for different level latent codes (more

details of encoder architecture are in supplementary materi-

als). After projecting the input image to the latent code w+,

we can synthesize the tri-planew+ through EG3D genera-

tor G and use rendering decoder Rdec to get the reconstruc-

tion image Iw+ under the rendering camera pose c.

w+ = E(I),

Iw+ = Rdec(G(w+), c)
(1)

To make the inverted w+ not deviate far from the canoni-

cal space Wc discussed in Sec. 3.1, we use a canonical latent

discriminator [31] to discriminate between wc ∈ Wc and

w+. The canonical latent discriminator, denoted as DWc ,

is trained in an adversarial scheme with the non-saturating

GAN loss [13] and R1 regularization [26], the loss of ad-

versarial learning process can be written as below:

LDWc

adv = −E[logDWc
(wc)]− E[log(1−DWc

(wi))]

+
γ

2
E [‖∇DWc(wc)‖2] ,

(2)

LE
adv = −E [logDWc(wi)] , (3)

where γ is the weight of R1 regularization, the LDWc

adv and

LE
adv are the loss for the latent discriminator DWc

and en-

coder respectively. DWc operates on wc and each entry wi

of w+.

As discussed in Sec. 3.1, the background depth of an in-

tegrated face should be limited in a range. To estimate the

background depth, we first random sample 0.1 million front

images with the canonical pose condition, then we obtain

the depth maps and background regions of these images.

We use the parsing method [52] to get a binary mask M ,

where M = 1 indicates the background region and 0 other-

wise. Finally, we calculate the average depth Davg of back-

ground regions of these samples, and we set the Davg as

a regularization to constrain the background depth during

inversion, the background regularization can be written as

below:

LBG = ‖D �M −Davg �M‖2 . (4)
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Figure 4: Overview of our method. Our framework could be divided into two parts. (1) W space inversion. We design an

encoder E to invert input image I into w+ latent codes. The w+ latent codes are fed into a pre-trained EG3D generator G to

get tri-planew+ and rendered into reconstruction image Iw+ . (2) Complement the F space. We calculate the image residual

ΔI between the input image and its reconstruction and propose AFA module to refine the F latent maps. The modified latent

maps F ∗ are transformed into tri-planemix by occlusion-aware mix and rendered into the fine detailed inversion image IF∗ .

Here, D and M are the depth map and background mask

inverted image under the front-view pose.

In addition, we use reconstruction loss function Lrec fol-

low pSp [35] in the training stage. The Lrec is composed

by pixel-wise L2 loss, perceptual loss LLPIPS [50], and

facial identity similarity loss LID with pre-trained ArcFace

network [9]:

Lrec = ‖Iw+ − I‖2 + LLPIPS(Iw+ , I) + LID(Iw+ , I). (5)

4.2. Adaptive Feature Alignment

It is non-trivial to restore fine-detailed texture with only

a highly compressed w latent code. Thus, adjusting high-

dimension feature maps in the F space is natural to achieve

high-fidelity inversion as mentioned in related 2D GAN in-

version methods [3, 11, 45]. Moreover, it is worth noting

that the feature maps F generated with our inverted w+ are

in the canonical feature space Fc.

We calculate the residual ΔI between I and Iw+ and

hope to refine the feature maps to eliminate this residual.

However, directly setting the residual as input and predict-

ing the refined feature maps with a CNN to modify F is

invalid. This is because the residual is highly entangled

with the view of the input image, while F is in Fc. When

the view is not canonical, the refined feature maps with this

residual can not project to the Fc space simply. Thus, align-

ing the residual feature maps to the Fc space is necessary to

synthesize high-quality images, as mentioned in Sec. 3.2.

According to the above analysis, we propose an adap-

tive feature alignment (AFA) module that enables automatic

canonical space alignment by cross-attention mechanism,

as shown in Fig 5. First, we use a CNN to capture the fea-

ture FΔI of ΔI , and we take FΔI as the key K, value V ,

and the feature map F as a query Q. Then, we utilize cross-

attention modules to align the FΔI with F and output a fea-

ture Falign. Since the F is already in the canonical feature

I

F

CNN
v

F*

Cross 
A

ttention

F I k Falign

Conv
Conv

q

Figure 5: The Architecture of AFA Module. We use a

CNN to capture the feature FΔI of residual image ΔI , and

align the FΔI to F with cross attention module. Finally, we

refine the F with the aligned feature Falign.

space Fc, and the feature Falign can also have the properties

of Fc space. Finally, we use the Falign to predict the scale

map γ and translation map β to refine the F with Feature-

wise Linear Modulation (FiLM) [34]. The whole process

of our AFA module can be formulated as follows:

FΔI = CNN(ΔI),

Q,K, V = WQF,WKFΔI ,WV FΔI ,

Falign = Attention(Q,K, V ),

γ, β = Convγ(Falign), Convβ(Falign),

F ∗ = γ � F + β,

(6)

where WQ,WK ,WV are learnable projection heads and d
is the dimension of feature, the F ∗ is the final output of

our AFA module. With this adaptive alignment, we achieve

a detailed complement of Fc space. Note that we adopt

Ltotal and a L2 regularization loss on ΔF = F ∗ −F when

training the AFA module.

4.3. Occlusion-aware Mix Tri-plane

The image residual ΔI only contains information in the

visible area of the input view. Using single-view residuals

to modify the entire F will lead to distortion at the occlusion

region. To solve this problem, we propose the Occlusion-
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aware Mix Tri-plane.
The tri-plane contains all points in the 3D space which

are divided into visible points set and occlusion points set
according to the input view. Here, we define the 3D points
viewed in the input image in tri-plane as the visible points
set V(x,y,z), points in the occlusion regions as occlusion
points set O(x,y,z). We can get the depth map D under the
input view, and the two points set can be defined by:

V(x,y,z) = {[x, y, z]T :[x, y, z]T = πD(u, v)K−1[u, v, 1]T },
O(x,y,z) = R

3 \ V(x,y,z),
(7)

where [u, v, 1] is the pixel homogeneous coordinate of the

input image, π is the extrinsic camera parameter matrix of

the input view, D(u, v) is the depth of pixel [u, v], K is the

intrinsic camera parameter matrix.

After determining the visible area, we can supplement

the refined details of the input view to the tri-plane. We

define the occlusion-aware mix tri-plane as follows:

tri-planew+ = G(w+),

tri-planeF∗ = G(F ∗),
tri-planemix = tri-planeF∗ |(x,y,z)∈V

+ tri-planew+ |(x,y,z)∈O,

(8)

where w+ is the latent code learned from the encoder, and

F ∗ is the refined feature map. Finally, we use tri-planemix

with rendering decoder to synthesize images under different

views when inference.

4.4. Editing

To achieve 3D-consistent editing, we need to modify

both w+ and F ∗. We first get the edited latent code ŵ+

through classic latent code editing methods [33, 37]. Then

for F ∗, we follow FS [48] to extract the features F ŵ+

and

Fw from the generator convolution layer with input ŵ+ and

w, respectively. Finally, we calculate the difference be-

tween these two features and add it to the F ∗ to get the

edited features F̂ ∗:

F̂ ∗ = F ∗ + F ŵ+ − Fw. (9)

With the modified ŵ+ and F̂ ∗, we use the method in section

4.3 to get edited mix tri-plane, and use rendering decoder to

synthesize 3D-consistent edited images.

4.5. Losses.

In the first training stage, we use the loss function men-

tioned in Sec 4.1. For the input view reconstruction, the

loss Lrec is computed by:

Lrec = λ1 ‖Iw+ − I‖2 + λ2LLPIPS(Iw+ , I) + λ3LID(Iw+ , I),

(10)

where λ1 = 1.0, λ2 = 0.8, λ3 = 0.25. The total loss for

training our encoder and the canonical latent discriminator

can be written as:

LE
total = LDWc

adv + λ4LE
adv + λ5LBG + Lrec, (11)

where R1 regularization weight γ = 10, λ4 = 0.05, λ5 =
5.0. Moreover, we apply regularization on Δw+ = (w1 −
w0, w2 − w0, ..., w13 − w0) by L2 norm, i.e. Lw+ =
λ6 ‖Δw+‖2, where λ6 = 0.001.

Once the loss in the first stage is converged, we freeze

the encoder parameters and drop the canonical latent dis-

criminator and losses LDWc

adv ,LE
adv,Lw+ , but add a L2 regu-

larization on ΔF = F ∗ − F with λ7 = 0.0001 for training

the AFA module, i.e. LΔF = λ7 ‖ΔF‖2. We apply the loss

settings to both human data and cat data.

For re-implemented pSp [35] and e4e [42], we train it

with the same loss weight in our settings, and train them

until the losses converge.

5. Experiments
Experiment setup. We evaluate our method on human

faces and cat faces. For human faces, we use FFHQ [1]

dataset for training, and CelebA-HQ [18] and MEAD [44]

for evaluation. For the cat faces, we use AFHQ-CAT [7]

for training and evaluation. In addition, we employ the pre-

trained EG3D generator and obtain the corresponding cam-

era parameters of each image following the official imple-

mentation in EG3D.

Baselines. We compare our method with encoder (IDE-

3D [40]) and optimization-based (PTI [36] and Pose

Opt. [21]) baselines in these two aspects. Moreover, we

build two encoder baselines imitating the state-of-the-art

StyleGAN inverters, pSp [35] and e4e [42], and present the

model structure in the supplementary.

5.1. Qualitative analysis

Source View Inversion Results. Fig. 6 shows the inversion

performance comparison between ours and other methods.

Our method’s hair details and facial similarity are obviously

competitive with optimization methods and surpass all the

encoder-based methods.

Novel View Synthesis Results. The comparison results are

shown in Fig. 6. Inspecting the eye gaze direction and per-

son’s identity preservation when changing to novel views

can reveal the differences. It can be seen that on some ex-

treme side-face camera poses, some optimization methods

produce artifacts and geometry distortions. Our method can

keep synthesizing 3D-consistent images faithful to the per-

son’s identity in the input.

5.2. Quantitative analysis

We calculate the mean square error (MSE), LPIPS [50],

and FID [16] between the source image and its inversion.
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Figure 6: Visual comparison of inversion and novel-view synthesized results between our method and others. Our

method surpasses all the encoder-based methods and is competitive with optimization methods in recovering texture details,

i.e. our method prevents the eye orientation from changing with the camera view and artifacts in the novel view.

Reconstruction Quality Novel View Quality

Category Method Input View yaw=±60◦ yaw=0◦
MSE ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ ID ↑ Geo. Err. ↓ Time (s)↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ ID ↑ Geo. Err. ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ ID ↑ Geo. Err. ↓

Optimization
PTI [36] 0.0163 0.0918 18.0 0.8417 0.0850 115.2 0.2926 69.8 0.621 0.1481 0.1925 53.5 0.718 0.1006

Pose Opt. [21] 0.0164 0.0879 17.5 0.8390 0.0759 219.7 0.4477 132 0.321 0.1763 0.2436 60.2 0.605 0.1504

Encoder-based

IDE-3D [40] 0.1056 0.2806 43.6 0.7194 0.1835 0.0659 0.3317 79.0 0.505 0.2914 0.3074 63.7 0.513 0.2528

pSp-3D [35] 0.0726 0.2082 31.2 0.7817 0.1846 0.1284 0.3223 65.7 0.591 0.1287 0.3132 65.2 0.671 0.1789

e4e-3D [42] 0.0808 0.2281 33.0 0.7359 0.1161 0.1303 0.2495 57.7 0.588 0.1269 0.2394 53.8 0.653 0.1305

Ours-w+ 0.0697 0.1981 30.9 0.7873 0.1100 0.0963 0.2303 52.2 0.655 0.0943 0.2372 54.1 0.685 0.0955

Ours 0.0301 0.1257 20.5 0.8752 0.0987 0.2262 0.2192 50.9 0.700 0.0950 0.2204 51.7 0.743 0.0944

Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on inversion performance. The numbers in bold are the best perfor-

mance of the optimization and encoder-based methods, respectively. Metrics of Reconstruction Quality are calculated under

the input view. Metrics of Novel View Quality are the average of multi-view. The yaw angle is the source view angle.

We adopt a pre-trained face key point detector parsenet [52]

to calculate the identity similarity. To measure the geom-

etry properties, we followed [5, 38], utilizing a pre-trained

3D face reconstruction model to extract a “pseudo” ground

truth depth map from the source image. Then, we obtain

the depth of inversion and normalize all depth maps to zero

means and unit variance to calculate geometry error (Geo.

Err.) by using average L2 distance.

Source View Inversion Results. Table 1 presents the quan-

titative comparison of the input view image reconstruction

on CelebA-HQ test dataset. Our method is two orders of

magnitude faster than the optimized methods with similar

performance, which is notably better than other encoder-

based methods.

Novel View Synthesis Results. In order to measure

the multi-view consistency and the synthesized quality,

we evaluate our method and baselines with a multi-view

dataset, MEAD [44]. Each person in MEAD has five im-

ages with increasing yaw angles. We select one angle as the

input view, invert the input image and synthesize the other

four novel views. Then we use the same metrics to cal-

culate the difference between the synthesized images and

the ground truth. The quantitative comparison between the

novel view synthesized results and the ground truth in dif-
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Figure 7: Ablation of Geometry-aware Encoder. All im-

ages are synthesized only with w+. Without both modules,

w+ fails to generate integrated 3D geometry and texture.

The LBG helps distinguish foreground and background.

With DWc , we can get good inversion under the input view

but fail under the novel view. With both modules, w+ can

obtain an integrated side face of the woman, which is occlu-

sion under the input view.

ferent views is shown in Table 1. Our method shows similar

performance with PTI when the input image is a front face

(yaw = 0◦). When inverting side faces, the difficulty of in-

version increases drastically when the yaw angle increases.

We calculated the metrics of the largest yaw angle in MEAD

(yaw = ±60◦), and our model has robust performance when

the test yaw angle varies. However, the performance of opti-

mization methods degrades remarkably at an extreme angle.

5.3. Ablation Analysis

We present ablation studies with qualitative analysis of

our proposed method below, and the corresponding numer-

ical ablation results are in our supplementary.

Geometry-aware Encoder. We conduct ablation experi-

ments and make qualitative comparisons to verify that our

proposed canonical latent discriminator (DWc ) and back-

ground regularization (LBG) contribute to restoring 3D ge-

ometry. Generally, recovering the geometry from a side face

input is more challenging and we test such a case. As shown

in Fig. 7, only if we adopt the canonical discriminator and

the background regularization could we obtain a satisfac-

tory foreground and background geometry.

Adaptive Feature Alignment. We proposed Adaptive Fea-

ture Alignment (AFA) to refine the F latent map and add

texture details from the source view. Fig. 8 demonstrates

that we can recover more details with AFA.

Occlusion-aware Mix Tri-plane. To verify the necessity of

our proposed occlusion-aware mix tri-plane, we ablate this

operation and visualize the novel view results in Fig. 9. The

occlusion map shows the spatial position of surface points

ConvInput AFA ConvInput AFA

Figure 8: Ablation of Adaptive Feature Alignment. We

replace AFA with a CNN network and obtain the results.

Without feature alignment, it is difficult to reconstruct the

hair and facial details.

Input w/o Occlusion-aware w/ Occlusion-aware Occlusion Map

Figure 9: Ablation of Occlusion-aware mix tri-plane. We

visualize the occlusion regions O(x,y,z) of the input view

in the last column (black points). The green arrow points

out O(x,y,z) in the novel view, and it is obvious that the

occlusion-aware mix tri-plane can avoid artifacts.

Input

Yo
un

g
U

nh
ap

py
G
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ss
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Novel Views

Figure 10: Editing result under novel views. We add three

different attributes to three faces. Our method generates

both realistic editing and 3D-consistent novel views.

in ray sampling, the visible region in the original view is

white, and the occlusion region is black. Without the mix

tri-plane, the occlusion area from the source view is easy to

produce artifacts in novel views.

5.4. Image Editing Results

In GAN inversion-based image manipulation, the ed-

itability and the reconstruction trade-off widely exists in

both 2D and 3D scenarios. We validate the editing method
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Figure 11: Results of our encoder in other 3D GANs.

MSE ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ MSE ↓ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓
w/o AFA 0.0586 0.2317 13.43 w/ AFA 0.0367 0.1745 10.82

Table 2: Ablation of AFA on ShapeNet Cars.

mentioned in Sec. 4.4 and display the multi-view edited re-

sults in Fig. 10. We choose three different edit directions,

’Young’ to reduce person’s age, ’Unhappy’ to change emo-

tion, and ’Glasses’ to add accessories. It is noticeable that

our method not only restores the geometric and texture in-

formation of the input image but also ensures the editing

consistency of multi-view. The edited results demonstrate

that our inversion method can be well applied to the facial

image editing tasks.

Image Fxy Fxz Fyz

w/o AFAInput w/ AFA w/o AFA w/ AFA

Input-view Novel-view

(b)

(a)

Figure 12: (a) Tri-plane canonical feature space. (b) Re-
sults of our method on ShapeNet Cars datasets. Best
viewed zoomed in and in color.

6. Generalization
Our method can be adapted to other 3D GANs (e.g., Epi-

GRAF [39] and StyleSDF [32]) and it works also with cate-

gories where pose estimation and canonicalization are more

difficult (e.g., Shapenet cars).

Extension to other 3D GANs. We choose EG3D as our

base 3D GAN due to its superior performance, but our

method can also be applied to other 3D GANs. The canon-

ical space, which plays a vital role in 3D GAN inversion,

is commonly presented in the latent space (i.e., w+ space)

of 3D GANs. By inverting images into the canonical space,

we preserve geometry and achieve high-fidelity reconstruc-

tion, as demonstrated in our experiments on EpiGRAF [39]

and StyleSDF [32] in Fig. 11. The results of w/o DWc
, LBG

mean that we only use the base encoder without the canon-

ical latent discriminator and the background depth regu-

larization. In contrast, w/ DWc , LBG is our full encoder

model. The noticeable performance gap proves the power-

ful inversion ability of our method. Our method explores

the canonical space’s characteristics, ensuring distortion-

free shape generation and exceptional performance in im-

age 3D inversion.

Extension to ShapeNet Cars. Fig. 12 shows (a) the canon-

ical space and (b) the inversion results on ShapeNet Cars.

Even without identity loss, our method can achieve good

performance(see the Col.3,5 of (b)). As the tri-plane is

canonical, without the AFA module, the residual feature can

not align with the canonical feature space (see the Col. 2,4

of (b) and Table 2).

7. Conclusion
In this work, we explore the inherent property of EG3D’s

latent space and find that the key to achieve high-quality

shape and texture inversion is inverting input images to the

canonical space. In light of this, we design an efficient

geometry-aware encoder with an adaptive feature alignment

module and demonstrate their effectiveness. Besides, we

propose an occlusion-aware mix tri-plane to avoid invisi-

ble region distortion in novel views. Extensive experiments

demonstrate that our method has competitive inversion per-

formance with optimization-based methods, but operates

two orders of magnitude faster. In addition, our method

is demonstrated to be a powerful tool for realistic and 3D

view-consistent editing of facial images.
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